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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Timmi Sommer
33782 Diana Dr
Monarch Beach, CA 92629-2307
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery

efforts in the Southwest.
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Nicole Irwin
815 S Pine St
Streamwood, IL 60107-1421
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Dr. Diane Eyer
320 E Center Ave
Newtown, PA 18940-2102
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery

efforts in the Southwest.
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Jeannette Calvo
112 Danielle Ct
Weston, FL 33326-1065
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Debra Wood-Lafave
1940 W Kerry Ln
Phoenix, AZ 85027-5211
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Rebecca Gravelle
306 Concho Dr
Farmington, NM 87401-6702
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Juli Rule
35002 115th Ave
Avon, MN 56310-9636
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery

efforts in the Southwest.
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. Joseph Neiman
3220 89th St
East Elmhurst, NY 11369-2150
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Susan Porada
4 Ledge Hill Rd
Southborough, MA 01772-1115
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Dr. Edward Jones
7 Casa Del Oro Ct
Santa Fe, NM 87508-8718
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Tina Mizhir
PO Box 5022
White Plains, NY 10602-5022
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Cristy Murray
17980 S Redland Rd
Oregon City, OR 97045-8705
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Catherine Whalen
1835 Sterling Ave
Cincinnati, OH 45239-4914
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Jill Wasden
Hc 71 Box 11
4 Calle Vision
Taos, NM 87571-7113
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery

efforts in the Southwest.
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Lori Guillard
31 North Rd
Windham, CT 06280-1348
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. John Webster
376 Bates Dr
Bay Village, OH 44140-1419
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery

efforts in the Southwest.
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Patricia Alejandro
514 W Verness St
Covina, CA 91723-3339
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

I wish to remind you that "The level of humanity and
consciousness of a society can be evaluated by the way it treats its
environment, animals and plants".

"Plans to protect air and water, wilderness and wildlife, are in
fact plans to protect man". (Stewart Udall)
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for doing what is right for the planet.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Olivia De Moss
20437 N 22nd Ave
Phoenix, AZ 85027-3425
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Jennifer Steger
4031 Thousand Oaks Dr
San Antonio, TX 78217-1899
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. Robert Bringman
9896 Mercy Rd Apt 2
San Diego, CA 92129-5047
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. cheri casey
602 Wimpleton Pl
Louisville, KY 40206-3041
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Michelle Morehouse
135 Ridge Springs Rd
Chapel Hill, NC 27516-4079
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Linda Honeysett
2689 Rio Lindo Ave
Healdsburg, CA 95448-9494
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery

efforts in the Southwest.
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. Robert Snyder
117 Verda Ave
North Syracuse, NY 13212-2406
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Tammy Piazza
361 N Post Oak Ln Apt 338
Houston, TX 77024-5951
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Nicole Rivet
7330 E Carter Rd
Westmoreland, NY 13490-1513
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery

efforts in the Southwest.
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. Brandon Haslick
14887 178th Ave
Grand Haven, MI 49417-9323
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery

efforts in the Southwest.
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Katie Knehans
7515 Rancho Solano Ct NW
Albuquerque, NM 87120-5347
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Jill Rice
980 Hastings St
Baldwin, NY 11510-4738
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To Mr. Brian Millsap,
I am the founding President and Director of the Tucson Wildlife Center.
We rescue injured, orphaned and ill large animals throughout southern
Arizona. I have had ranchers from Arizona and New Mexico call me on
how
they can keep any cattle from being predated by the Mexican Gray Wolf.
Just an idea if you haven't tried it...put a taxidermied cow or steer
in
with the wolves before release and use the solar panel dog wire
shocker.

Maybe wrap the wire around the neck, back and legs and smear the
stuffed
carcass with fresh smelling beef. Might even drag a real carcass
through
the pen with shock wire on it. I have heard of this working with other
species.
I am all for the wolves making a comeback to all the mountain regions
of
Arizona. Please allow them to extend their territory. I am from a
family
of cattle ranchers who go way back, from the Chiricahua Mtns.
If the ranchers are being compensated for their losses, the ones I
know would like to see the wolves back.
M. Lisa Bates
Executive Director
Tucson Wildlife Center, Inc.
www.tucsonwildlife.com

See AOL's top rated recipes and easy ways to stay in shape for winter.
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Nicole Hutchinson
1520 Hood Rd
Sacramento, CA 95825-8410
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Miss Allison Van Deinse
835 N Alvernon Way Apt 207
Tucson, AZ 85711-1814
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Barbee Joy Hall
87 Kenwood Rd
Milford, CT 06460-7020
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Dr. Malcolm & Marilyn Jones
6292 S Blackhawk Ct
Centennial, CO 80111-6072
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery

efforts in the Southwest.
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. Austin Jackson
830 N Donahue Dr Apt 37
Auburn, AL 36832-2956
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Syd Tupaj
PO Box 1344
Cottonwood, AZ 86326-1344
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery

efforts in the Southwest.
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Janet Strain
5919 W Leland Ave
Chicago, IL 60630-3112
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Miss Venessa Komocar
13811 SE 19th St
Vancouver, WA 98683-7184
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Miss Justyna D&#261;Browska
Walbrzyska 48
Warsaw, MA 02739
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Susan Glait
1661 Pine St Apt 734
San Francisco, CA 94109-0420
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mrs. tina mitchell
207 S Wagner Ave
Wapakoneta, OH 45895-1713
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Cheryl Elkins
512 S Dogwood Dr
Berea, KY 40403-9519
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Tracy McFarland
288 Connie Ave
Los Alamos, NM 87544-3613
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Aj Wischmeyer
22900 W Eagle Mountain Rd
Buckeye, AZ 85326-4913
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Elsa Saldaña
475 Gatewood Ln
Sierra Madre, CA 91024-1037
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

I am writing to urge you to take a balanced approach to the Mexican
wolf recovery efforts in the Southwest.
The reintroduction goal of establishing 102 Mexican wolves in the wild

lands of the Southwest by 2006 has not been met.
After 10 years of effort there are still fewer than 60 wolves.
One of the most endangered animals in the world, Mexican wolves have
an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests. But the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service hasn't made much progress in restoring
them.
Why is the Service confining these wolves to a small, politically
defined recovery area, when there are millions of acres of public land
in the Southwest where the wolves could thrive?
What happened to the promise of the Endangered Species Act?
I urge you to allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area,
and to be released in areas which biologists say are best.
I also urge you to"uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental
Essential status. Doing this would preserve the management
flexibility of the rule, but require that other agencies consult about
impacts on wolves. Please don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new
reasons to kill them and ensure that any authorized removals take into
account individual wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the
population, the number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward
recovery is being made.
If you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray wolf recovery
program will get back on track and these wolves will have a real
chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Patricia Kahn
2932 Loyola Dr
Davis, CA 95618-1635
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery

efforts in the Southwest.
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Lorana Tremper
1659 Merrick St
Detroit, MI 48208-1715
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Stacia Miksys
7S065 Suffield Ct Apt 104
Westmont, IL 60559-3045
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Joan Kaye
250 Audubon Dr
Havana, FL 32333-3811
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery

efforts in the Southwest.
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Eleanor Miles
2010 Vine St
Green Bay, WI 54302-3823
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. Bill Christie
1303 E University Blvd
Tucson, AZ 85719-0521
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. James L Wolcott
Old Highway 41
Evansville, IN 47708
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. Walter Prochowski
1838 McKinley St
Wyandotte, MI 48192-3914
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery

efforts in the Southwest.
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
It is so important to keep a balance and not destroy any
species.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Nancy Bengtson
165 Verde Valley School Rd Unit 36
Sedona, AZ 86351-9026
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. David Cuff
26 Garth Dr
Clarksville, TN 37040-6559
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Claire Riley
1717 W Glendale Ave Apt 2010
Phoenix, AZ 85021-8831
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Lindsay Benjamin
2019 E Campbell Ave
Phoenix, AZ 85016-0511
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Mary Dudley
5116 E Lanai St
Long Beach, CA 90808-3420
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Dr. Curt Miner
134 Fel Mar Dr
San Luis Obispo, CA 93405-1016
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery

efforts in the Southwest.
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. Joshua Ohmer
3813 Terra Trace Ct
Evansville, IN 47715-2037
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Linda Malacrida
375 5th Ave
River Edge, NJ 07661-1112
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Kay Painter
24 Matisse Rd NE Apt H
Albuquerque, NM 87123-9664
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Helen Greer
1170 W Wabash St Lot 32
Tucson, AZ 85705-1465
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Eileen Keiley
506 83rd St Apt 5
Brooklyn, NY 11209-4523
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

I am writing to urge you to protect Mexican wolf recovery in the
Southwest, where there are fewer than 60 wolves in the wild. I urge
you to make the following changes in the reintroduction rule: (1)

Uplist the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential status. (2) Allow
the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to be released
where biologists advise. (3) Do not limit wolf numbers, or allow any
new reasons to kill them; ensure that any authorized removals take
into account individual wolves' genetic value, the size and health of
the population, the number of breeding pairs, and whether progress
toward recovery is being made.
Thank you for considering my comments on this important matter.
Sincerely,
Dr. Lawrence Thompson
1069 Felicia Ct
Livermore, CA 94550-8134
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Rose Montgomery
PO Box 202
28650 N US Hwy 101
Lilliwaup, WA 98555-0202
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. Jon Clayton
355 Bowen Bnd
Wetumpka, AL 36093-2588
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery

efforts in the Southwest.
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. Richard Hoffman
1921 Imperial Ave
Davis, CA 95616-3164
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Linda Shadle
2449 W Ball Rd Apt 1
Anaheim, CA 92804-5257
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Lisa Moore
4075 E Pinal St
Tucson, AZ 85739-9634
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. michael rifkind
5899 Empire Grade
Santa Cruz, CA 95060-9604
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. Perry Gale
35 Hagerman Ave Apt 2
Medford, NY 11763-2145
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. Gordon Reed
19930 Lures Ln
Huntington Beach, CA 92646-4024
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

I am writing to urge you to take a pro-wolf approach to Mexican wolf
recovery efforts in the Southwest. I have seen wild wolves in
Yellowstone. They are magnificent, and I hope to see them running free

in the southwest some day.
I understand there are fewer than 60 wolves in the wild lands of the
Southwest, more than 40 short of the reintroduction goal of
establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

Allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to be
released where biologists say is best.
Don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them and
ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am hopeful that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. Randal Seech
1012 N Ave. Estrella
San Clemente, CA 92672
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

Killing these innocent wolves (yes, innocent, they are doing as nature
has directed them since they were made - whether by God or by some
other force, they were put here on this earth as part of the food

chain and they do their part) will not only nearly wipe them off the
face of this beautiful earth, but it will harm the chain of life
forever. If farmers are upset at wolves eating their livestock, they
need to build better fences. There are many other options than
shooting helpless animals.
Give me ONE good reason we should shoot them instead of taking 1 of
1000 other possible measures.
_____________________________________
As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,

Ms. Aubrie Dermer
4850 E Altadena Ave
Scottsdale, AZ 85254-4625
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. Darryl Gunderson
100 Poli St
Ventura, CA 93001-2643
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Marie Donze
2824 SW 13th Ct
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33312-2912
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery

efforts in the Southwest.
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Kathy Palmer
215 N Smith St
Greenville, MI 48838-1819
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. Ihor Mychkovsky
6236 N
Steamboat Way
New Market, MD 21774
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Heather Marsh
2309 Catharine St Apt 2
Philadelphia, PA 19146-1705
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. Bobby Woodart
1614 Primrose Ave
Toledo, OH 43612-4017
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery

efforts in the Southwest.
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Dr. Elisa Katz
74 William St
Wallingford, CT 06492-3628
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mrs. Linda Adsit
112 Oakleaf Dr
Weedsport, NY 13166-9630
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

I am writing to you to urge you to take a more balanced approach to
Mexican wolf recovery efforts in the Southwest.
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60

wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Felicia Peters
565 Almanor St
Petaluma, CA 94954-8573
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Amanda Graham
3512 Eastern Ave SE Apt B
Albuquerque, NM 87106-1650
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery

efforts in the Southwest.
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. SCOTT MUELLER
263 Mayflower Dr
Newport Beach, CA 92660-6164
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. Gary Calderone
29 Carolina Ave
Ewing, NJ 08618-1607
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Tiffany Wishart
8603 NE 111th Ave
Vancouver, WA 98662-3117
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. susan hoover
8 Streamside Ter
Woodstock, NY 12498-1521
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Jennifer Lockwood
1062 E Shangri La Rd
Phoenix, AZ 85020-5839
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. Paul Bauer
1755 W Partridge Ln
Arlington Heights, IL 60004-7972
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

I am a resident of Arizona and I feel very strongly that healthy
ecosystems should support large predators. This is especially true in
areas where they have historically had a presence. Our misguided

efforts to eliminate wolves from the southwest in order to make
federal lands safe for grazing domestic livestock have created an
unbalanced ecosystem and the efforts to reintroduce the Mexican gray
wolf to wilderness areas and public lands is ,I feel a very important
first step to allow the natural order to be re-established. I am a
supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management and I understand
the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to urge you to
consider taking a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.
The results of the efforts so far are not very encouraging. After ten
years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60 wolves in the
wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the reintroduction
goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006. Surely the
results could be better.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
Public lands must not be considered the province of only those who
hold leases. They truly belong to me and and you and every other
private citizen. The ranchers and others grazing domestic livestock
on public lands should understand that protection of their property
from large predators like wolves and bears, or even small ones like
reptiles,insects, virus or bacteria, is not the responsibility of the
public agencies (government).
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.

Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. Tom Ferguson
543 N MacDonald
Mesa, AZ 85201-5017
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. Bill Fowlie
19 Wellington Rd
Harmony, ME 04942-7607
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Miss Nicole Ashmankas
5 Millbury Ter
Millbury, MA 01527-3609
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery

efforts in the Southwest.
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Sharon McMenamin
1043 48th Ave # 2
# 2
Long Is City, NY 11101-5607
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Ms. Christiane Pistor
520 E 72nd St
New York, NY 10021-4849
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. Bill Fowlie
19 Wellington Rd
Harmony, ME 04942-7607
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. Róbert Herczeg
Lenti, Csörg&#337; út 23.
Lenti, MN 56722
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery

efforts in the Southwest.
After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. Greg Basich
514 Obispo Ave
Long Beach, CA 90814-8614
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. Bob Welsh
2183 Juneau Ct S
Salem, OR 97302-2221
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First you should "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental
Essential status. This will preserve the management flexibility of
the rule, but require that other agencies consult about impacts on
wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. Garrett Murphy
2341 Valley St Apt 4
Oakland, CA 94612-2443
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Dec 22, 2007
Brian Millsap
Dear

Millsap,

As a supporter of scientifically sound wildlife management who
understands the value wolves can bring to ecosystems, I am writing to
urge you to take a more balanced approach to Mexican wolf recovery
efforts in the Southwest.

After ten years of reintroduction efforts, there are fewer than 60
wolves in the wild lands of the Southwest, more than 40 short of the
reintroduction goal of establishing 102 wolves in the wild by 2006.
Mexican wolves are one of the most endangered animals in the world and
play an important role in restoring balance to Southwest forests.
despite these facts, the Service hasn't made much progress in
restoring them.

But

There are millions of acres of public land in the Southwest where
wolves could thrive, but Mexican wolves continue to be confined to a
much smaller, politically defined recovery area. The rules as they
stand do not live up to the promise of the Endangered Species Act.
As one of 900,000 members and supporters of Defenders of Wildlife, I
am asking you to make the following changes in the reintroduction
rule.
First, "uplist" the Mexican wolf to Experimental Essential
status. This will preserve the management flexibility of the rule,
but require that other agencies consult about impacts on wolves.
Second, allow the wolves to disperse beyond the recovery area, and to
be released where biologists say is best.
Third, don't limit wolf numbers, or allow any new reasons to kill them
and ensure that any authorized removals take into account individual
wolves' genetic value, the size and health of the population, the
number of breeding pairs, and whether progress toward recovery is
being made.
I am confident that if you make all of these changes, the Mexican gray
wolf recovery program will get back on track and these wolves will
have a real chance at recovery in the wild lands of the Southwest.
Thank you for considering my viewpoints on this incredibly important
matter.
Sincerely,
Mr. Jerry Templeton
8761 W Meadow Dr
Peoria, AZ 85382-3042

